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TK Jiang: Bilingual Digital iPad Magician 

 



 

TK is the truly bilingual iPad digital magician in Singapore. A fan of classical magic, TK brings his own digital 
slant on classical magic. Switching effortlessly from English to Mandarin in his iPad shows, TK is sought after for 
corporate events that can play to both English and Mandarin speaking guests. Bright, charming and fun, TK 
performs visual digital magic and aims to entertain with his modern approach to magic. 

 
“Magic…is one of the oldest performing arts, making it a classic. However, with the ever changing 
entertainment needs of modern audience, this classic needs to be adopted with a modern digital approach. 
Therefore, I strive to present modern magic that’s a modern classic to my modern audience. 

– TK Jiang 

 

iPad Magic Show 

What is iPad Magic? Technically, it is not “iPad” magic per se, but digital magic that incorporates magic with 

digital tablets. In iPad Magic shows, TK uses the iPad or digital tablet to blur the lines between virtuality and 

reality. 

TK pulls items out into real life from the iPad, makes things transform in the iPad and more! The iPad Magic 

Show is highly customizable as the show can be created to appear the company product/ branding and even 

incorporate messages within. 

The show is perfect for the international crowd, as well as the well-heeled and well-travelled modern executives. 

Not to mention, it will also be an all-time favourite for the heartlanders.  

As featured on Radio Station YES 933FM – Check out the FB Live Video! 

(https://www.facebook.com/yes933/videos/10157373749119867/) 

 

https://www.facebook.com/yes933/videos/10157373749119867/


Interactive Roving iPad Magic Repertoire Includes:  

Digital Ricola 

In this interactive digital routine, TK performs the classic rendition of  the oldest magic in the world and then his 

original digital version. This routine is full of surprises such as the sudden appearance of limes and even Ricola!  

Digital 4D Tickets 

TK has found a way to claim lottery prizes without wining them at all. The secret is on the official website of 

Singapore Pool. TK will show you exactly how to do it on the spot.  

No Delivery Needed 

 One setback of online shopping is the need to wait for delivery. In this interactive digital routine, TK shows 

you how to shop online with no delivery needed. You get the items immediately from the screen! 

Gallery: 

Video: 

https://videopress.com/v/9fD6FgWG 

 

https://videopress.com/v/9fD6FgWG


Interactive Stage iPad Magic Repertoire Includes:  

Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

The possibility of AI catching up with human intelligence is daunting. TK demonstrates how AI can teach us 

how to perform magic and even attempt to do some magic with the human mind.  

Virtual Reality (VR) 

Singapore never snows. Using VR in the magical way, TK makes the impossible, possible. TK makes it snow 

right on the stage.  

Digital Cash  

No cash? Fret not. Digital cash is on the way. TK makes the digital cash physical anywhere and anytime!  

Gallery: 

Video: 

https://videopress.com/v/LZEuoKmQ 

https://videopress.com/v/LZEuoKmQ


TK’s Satisfied Clientele Includes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For bookings, contact your favourite event organiser now 


